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A new report details the interaction between two isoforms of an important BRANCHED1 (BRC1) transcription
factorgene inpotato.The regular long form inhibits lateralbranching, likeBRC1 in other species,but amodified
protein that originates from alternative BRC1 splicing inhibits the long form and promotes lateral branching.BRANCHED1 (BRC1) and other related
TCP transcription factor genes have
the remarkable ability to inhibit plant
growth. Yet the affected plant parts
remain viable and can recommence
growth when BRC1 levels decrease.
BRC1 levels can change in specific
ways dependent on genetic and
environmental cues, and the resultant
pattern of BRC1 expression can have
a large impact on the final shape of a
plant. For example, the wild progenitor
of maize, teosinte, expresses the
BRC1-related TCP gene Teosinte
branched (Tb1) in lateral buds in order to
optimize branching depending on the
conditions [1]. However, the dominantTb1 allele is linked to a transposon that
leads to increased Tb1 expression
resulting in less buds growing into
branches, and more energy diversion
into the main stem and into the maize
seeds [2]. For the ancient Mayans, a
tall, upright teosinte with a thick main
stem and large seeds presumably
would have been very attractive during
the domestication that began in
southern Mexico around 9,000 years
ago.
Genes related to BRC1 and Tb1 have
been studied in a variety of species.
While the control mechanism is not well
understood, it is thought to be through
plant hormones and signals thatprecisely regulateBRC1 gene expression.
For instance, strigolactones can
promote BRC1 expression [3] and BRC1
is required for bud outgrowth repression
[4]. On the other hand, cytokinins or
sucrose can inhibit BRC1 expression
and promote bud outgrowth [5,6]. In this
way, BRC1 acts as an integrator of
multiple branching signals, depending
on the species and situation (see
review [7] for more details). Production
of such an important and potent
growth inhibitory protein might be
expected to be tightly regulated at
multiple levels. Thus, it is highly
significant that Nicolas et al. [8] report
recently in Current Biology an example
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Figure 1. The discovery of a splice variant of
BRANCHED1a (BRC1a) adds a novel level of
regulation to signaling that prevents lateral
bud outgrowth in potato.
The current model suggests that the regular long
form, BRC1aL, is a TCP transcriptional activator of
target genes with an activation domain (AD).
BRC1aL can bind to GGNNCCNC motifs
presumably occurring in the promoters of target
genes. Gene expression is then activated (green
arrow), leading to branching inhibition. However, the
short form, BRC1aS, dimerizes with BRC1aL and
inhibits its targeting to the nucleus (red bar) via the
novel a-helix domain (HD). This depletes BRC1aL in
the nucleus and thereby promotes branching.
Current Biology
Dispatchesof alternative splicing that leads to
post-transcriptional repression of BRC1
protein activity.
Solanum species include potato and
tomato and contain two versions of
BRC1 — BRC1a and BRC1b. Nicolas
et al. [8] show that BRC1a is required for
controlled repression of bud outgrowth in
potato. However, potato BRC1a also
exists as long and short splice variants —
BRC1aL and BRC1aS. Expression of an
alternative intron results in removal of the
activation domain and introduction of a
novel amphiphatic a-helix domain
(Figure 1). Activation domain loss would
be expected to render the protein
useless. However, the intron site has
survived nicely for millions of years, being
also present in tomato (but not outside
Solanum species). Interestingly, although
both protein forms contain predicted
nuclear localization signal (NLS)
sequences, only BRC1aL was observed in
the nucleus, and co-expression with
BRC1aS excluded BRC1aL from the
nucleus (fluorescence tagged transient
expression in Nicotiana leaves). BRC1aS
also binds to BRC1aL by dimerization (in
yeast two-hybrid assays and bimolecular
fluorescence complementation in
Nicotiana leaves), and the H domain could
also exclude a variety of known NLS
sequences from the nucleus (in protein
fusion constructs). Thus, BRC1aS
presumably interferes with BRC1aL
translocation to the nucleus through the
presence of the a-helix (Figure 1). BRC1aSCurmay also inhibit BRC1aL through
competition for DNA binding, because
both forms can bind to GGNNCCNC
motifs (in protein-binding microarrays)
and BRC1aS inhibited BRC1aL gene
activation (in transactivation assays),
whereas BRC1aS alone could not
activate gene expression. One can
imagine that BRC1aS originally functioned
by inhibiting BRC1aL DNA binding.
This inhibition may have then been
reinforced by exclusion of BRC1aL from
the nucleus through adaptation of the H
domain. Thus, the two functions may now
exist as a form of redundancy.
It is still not clear howBRC1aS regulates
branching in Solanum species, but a
simple mechanism would be that branch
enhancing signals might promote
BRC1aS splicing, which then leads to the
downregulation of BCR1aL function and
consequent increased bud outgrowth.
This presumably allows an extra layer of
redundancy and/or added fine-tuning to
branching responses. A hint of this lies in
expression studies that show expected
responses from BRC1aL, but poor
responses of BRC1aS. We do not yet
know when or how BCR1aS acts, but
there are a multitude of situations that
can affect the alternative splicing of
particular genes for important plant
processes (reviewed in [9]). BRC1aS
might be induced to restrict BRC1aL
function in cells or tissues where it is
deleterious, or under certain
environmental conditions where extra
branching is beneficial, or simply as
part of feedback and homeostasis.
Observation of the phenotype of a potato
or tomato plant that is unable to make
BRC1aS may help, along with the
discovery of conditions that alter the
levels of the two isoforms.
In the broader context, understanding
how plant buds can be inhibited by the
BRC1/TB1 protein will be a major step
forward for plant science. Discovering the
target genes of BRC1 will hopefully
provide more hints. For example, are they
involved in regulating plant hormones or
restricting cell wall loosening, inhibiting
cell cycle progression or blocking energy-
sensing signal complexes, or something
else? Is the effect of BRC1 focused on cell
differentiation, division or elongation?
Initial studies have revealed potential
downstream genes involved in plant
hormones and cellular processesrent Biology 25, R711–R731, August 17, 2015 ª(e.g., [10]). Short-term expression studies
may be required to separate direct and
indirect effects. In addition, it would be
useful to know the mechanisms and
signals that control the level and tissue-
specificity of BRC1 expression in buds.
Such results will lead to a much better
understanding about plant growth in
general. While the Mayans had a lucky
break discovering plants with the Tb1
transposon, we are now at the cusp of
understanding TCP genes and plant
growth, with the prospect that regulating
BRC1 will lead to superior outcomes and
productivity in plant industries.REFERENCES
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